
 

 

 

OUR VISION   

is to see all people living out, in words and actions,    

 the life transforming love of Jesus Christ. 

 

 

 

OUR MISSION          

is to mobilize local churches to transform lives and                  

communities In the Name of Christ.  

 

• 

 
        At Trinity Fellowship Church in Newaygo @ 6:30pm. 

 

•             

 
         Contact Laura @ 231-652-4099 ext. 115 to sign up. 
 

•   
          In observance of Good Friday. 

 

• 

 

 

 

 

Resale Store Coupon 

 

Buy 1 Get 1 FREE  

clothing item up to $5.00 

One coupon per customer    
 

 

Location: 

11 W. 96th Street, Grant. 

(Corner of M-37 & 96th Street) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expires: 3/31/2022 

THE HISTORY OF LOVE’S LOGO… 

 

 

The known history of Love INC logos goes back to 1981, just 4 years after we were 

founded. You’ll notice that the heart and cross were a part of the logo way back then. 

In 1984, the logo took on some more design components before being simplified and 

adding INC to the word mark in 1988 when Love INC came under World Vision. This was 

our logo for 18 years until World Vision released Love INC to become its own National 

organization in 2003, and that’s when our current logo was established.  

 

It’s been almost 20 years since we last changed our logo. So why now? 

WHY ARE WE GETTING A NEW LOGO? 

Our fonts, colors, and graphic styles had become dated and difficult to layout across a 

variety of digital marketing platforms, while at the same time, the rise of social media 

and content marketing has made staying up-to-date more important than ever.  

The graphic style, font, and color palette of the new logo provides a fresh look, which 

we believe will position our brand well into the future. We also believe this new logo 

will connect well with a younger market so that we might expand our reach in that    

area. It’s approachable to a broader demographic, Christian-forward, and easy-to-use for 

affiliates of varying size and resources. Additionally, this new logo will provide a new 

launching point for revitalized brand promotion and consistency across the entire Love 

INC Movement through new and improved marketing materials and systems that allow 

for greater resourcing and sharing. 

 

Here is Our New Look! 

 

 

 

The Meaning Behind the Mark 

Over the past 20 years the heart and cross has been iconic for Love INC, so rather than 

move to an entirely different icon, we wanted to honor our history while also advancing 

our messaging by imbuing more information about what we do into our mark. 

As we were working to distill down exactly how Love INC benefits the community,            

we came upon two kernels of truth: 

We are connectors. We connect churches to one another and their community. We   

connect community members to resources and support. We bring people together, and 

in those intersections, they experience divine encounters with God. 
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